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Aims and Scope
The aim of  Meshes is to be part of  the global conversation about narratives 
that explore diversity in its polyvisual representations in F-Rated film, moving 
image, and visual culture; to discover and promote women’s film history; 
and to create a proliferation of  conversations around film and moving image 
narrative, structure, and process. Meshes will encourage and pursue new 
writing on diversity in film and contemporary visual culture, contextualise 
hidden narratives that have impacted visual culture, and be open to new and 
challenging ideas on film, moving image, and visual culture.  

* F-Rated films fairly represent women on screen and behind the camera. 
A popular designation that was created by the Bath Film Festival (UK), the 
F-Rating is given to films that are directed by and/or written by a woman. 
(Source: f-rated.org)

Maya Deren © Meshes in the Afternoon
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Auntie
Written and Directed by Lisa Harewood  
Review by Tracey Francis

Motherhood can be a complex topic in the 21st century – is anyone 
allowed to ask a woman if  they have children or not? As motherhood 
in western culture can be at times be a challenging conversation, 
it is a continuous part of  feminist discourse. Motherhood does not 
always fall within a binary format because it is not always a choice 
for many women or motherhood is a temporary baton passed from 
a mother to an aunt or sister.

Many Caribbean children and adults may have an Auntie who took care of  
them when their parents left to make a better life in England, America or 
Canada prior to bringing them over to re-establish their family. The gap may 
have been months or years before they were re-united, but the family dynamics 
would have naturally changed. Lisa Harewood’s film ‘Auntie’ (2013) explores 
this relationship with a barrel child and her aunt. A barrel child is a phrase 
coined by Dr. Claudette Crawford-Brown to describe children that were ‘left 
behind’ by their parents who went abroad for economic reasons. The parents 
would send barrels with food, clothing and goods in return for caring for their 
child. 

Article OneArticle One

Auntie © Lisa Harewood
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In the short film Auntie The teenager Kera has been in Auntie’s life a long 
time and they have a strong bond. The film starts with Auntie and Kera on the 
beach and she points across the ocean and says, ‘Look can you see England, 
can you see your mummy?’ Mummy and England are just subjective concepts 
for Kera. However, the usual barrel arrives with goodies but this time there 
is also a one-way ticket to London for Kera. In the moment of  discovery 
Auntie hides the ticket until she can actually think what to do in this stale-mate 
situation that can alter her and Kera’s life for ever. Through rumours and 
emails between Kera’s mum in England and her friend’s parents she realises 
that Auntie is hiding the truth from her about the ticket. Eventually when Kera 
packs to go, very little is said but a vast amount is communicated nonverbally 
from both. Lisa manages to capture Auntie’s sorrow and Kera’s excitement 
with very little dialogue. From minimal gestures of  the placing of  clothes in a 
suitcase to the removal of  photographs from the wall are heartbreaking. The 
viewer experiences both the pain and joy of  Auntie and Kera.

Auntie addresses a silent history and unspoken narrative of  Caribbean 
children that have a long-distant relationship with their parents, while creating 
new family bonds with the relatives they remain with. In many cases the child 
or children are left with an aunt and that woman unconsciously becomes a 
hybrid mother-aunt figure. The new unit now becomes the paradigm of  family. 
This ‘barrel’ relationship that is caused mainly by economical reasons, needs to 
be unpicked as silent experiences of  parental separation can have long lasting 
effects on both child and parent/s. The barrel experience is not unique to 
the Caribbean but it is not part of  a cultural discourse when deconstructing 
identity, adopted cultures and race. This unique film explores one fictional 
barrel story and creates an open space for conversations to commence. With 
the growth of  film festivals in the Caribbean, conversations around untold 
histories from a female perspective are finding a space.

Auntie was selected by the Commonwealth Foundation for its inaugural short film 
development programme. To see and find out more about the Barrel Project visit: 
barrelstories.org

Recommended related viewing:  
Imitation of  Life (1959) dir. Douglas Sirk 
Scars of  our mothers’ dreams (2017) dir. Meschida Philip
Recommended article |  Jamaica’s ‘barrel children’  
often come up empty with a parent abroad by Melissa Noel, 2017 
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What is motherhood? What does it mean to be a daughter? These 
are the two key inquiries into human dynamics that writer-director 
Anna Muylaert presents in her 2015 feature-length film The Second 
Mother (Que Horas Ela Volta?, meaning “what time is she coming 
back?”) This Brazilian drama observes a housekeeper in her 
semi-surrogate mother role for her employer’s son, the explosive 
dynamics with her estranged daughter, and the idiosyncrasies of  
the class separations in her job. 

Val’s surrogate “son” Fabinho’s upper class parents are only peripheral to his 
life; for support and affirmation has has always gone to Val since he was small. 
When her daughter, Jessica, from whom she’s lived apart for many years, wants 
to apply to university and take her entry exams, she comes to live with Val in 
her bosses’ home. But Jessica doesn’t like, or obey, the class and professional 
barriers that guide Val’s daily life. (Although working and living conditions for 
Val might seem reasonable, there is concern in Brazil for domestic workers, 
so much so there is a popular Twitter page that calls attention to poor and 
deplorable working conditions, laws, and social attitudes related to domestic 
work in the country.) While the husband quickly becomes infatuated with 
Jessica, his wife begins to resent her presence. And Jessica will not reveal to Val 
why her father has stopped talking to her. Jessica’s resentment of  Val never 
being there while she was growing up pours out of  her, and Val, now desperate 
to rebuild a relationship with her that for years existed only through phone 
calls and sending paychecks, decides to find a place for them to live together. 
Having failed to get into university, Fabinho decides to leave to study in 
Australia, and soon after, Val decides to quit her job. 

We recognize Val’s role as surrogate mother to Fabinho as familiar, but 
tempered by class barriers preventing any deeper connection; it is unclear (and 
implied to be unlikely) that she will see her “son” again, a boy who perhaps 

The Second Mother
Written and Directed by Anna Muylaert 
Review by Kyna Morgan
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simply “filled in” as Val’s child as much as she “filled in” as his mother. After 
moving in together and finding a picture of  a young boy in Jessica’s things, 
Val confronts her about it; Jessica reveals him as her son and the reason why 
her father stopped talking to her. Val recognizes the pain borne by a mother 
separated from her child and insists that her grandson come to live with them. 

The superficial “family” that Val belonged to appeared to Jessica as bogus and 
subservient; her mother seemed to lack both authority and dignity. But Val 
took great pride in her daughter and was desperate to have a connection that 
was only made more possible when Jessica’s motherhood came to light. It is 
partly through their similar, familiar experience as mothers, one of  separation 
and distance, that they find a connection with each other. 
A quiet, well-paced film, Muylaert mixes, and masks, 
profound pain with comedic and everyday moments. 
Silence and space help to establish the distance between 
Val and Jessica, and between Val and her employers.  
This is a story that portrays the realities of  people whose 
lives are commonly understood in film without the 
benefit of  either context or complexity. Muylaert does 
a stunning job of  providing both and painting a 
picture of  women’s lives in all their multiplicitous 
incarnations.

Related viewing and reading  
Film | Roma (2018), dir. Alfonso Cuarón

Article | The precarious status of  domestic workers in 
Brazil (Equal Times, by Mathilde Dorcadie,  
14 March 2018)

Social Media | A Minha Empregada (“My Maid”) 
http://www.twitter.com/aminhaempregada

The Second Mother © Aline Arruda   
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Films about Motherhood
Suggested by Tracey and Kyna

4 Months, 3 Weeks, and 2 Days (Romania) - Dir. Cristian Mungiu
And Breathe Normally (Iceland) - Dir. Isold Uggadottir
Auntie (short, Barbados) - Dir. Lisa Harewood
Black Girl (short, Senegal) - Dir. Ousmane Sembene
Bombay Beach (USA) - Dir. Alma Har’el
Brave (UK) - Dir. Mark Andrews, Steve Purcell & Brenda Chapman
Children of  the Mountains (Ghana) Dir.  Priscilla Anany
Daughters of  the Dust (USA) - Dir. Julie Dash
Dukhtar (Pakistan) - Dir. Afia Serena Nathaniel
Fish Tank (UK) - Dir. Andrea Arnold 
Frozen River (USA) - Dir. Courtney Hunt
Imitation of  Life (USA) - Dir. Douglas Sirk
Knock Off (Short, UK) - Dir. Rosanne Flynn
Maman, Non Merci (No Kids for Me, Thanks, (Canada) - Dir. Magenta Baribeau
Mamma Roma (Italy) - Dir. Pier Paolo Pasolini
May in the Summer (Jordan/Qatar/USA) - Dir. Cherien Dabis
Meditation Park (Canada) - Dir. Mina Shum
Obvious Child (short, USA) - Dir. Gillian Robespierre
Prevenge (UK) - Dir. Alice Lowe
Radiance (Australia) - Dir. Rachel Perkins
Roma (Mexico) - Dir. Alfonso Cuaron
Precious (USA) - Dir. Lee Daniels
The Babadook (Australia) - Dir. Jennifer Kent
The High Cost of  Living (Canada) - Dir. Deborah Chow
The Joy Luck Club (USA) - Dir. Wayne Wang
The Kids Are Alright (USA) - Dir. Lisa Cholodenko
The Second Mother (Brazil) - Dir. Anna Muylaert

Next issue 
Our next issue will feature film reviews on 
the immigrant/migrant story. #FRated
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